SCHOOL UNIFORM EXPECTATIONS

EXCURSIONS
The formal uniform is worn during all excursions unless advised otherwise on excursion information letters. Students not wearing the correct school uniform will be restricted from participating in the excursion.

HPE and SPORT
Where HPE lessons and sporting activities occur on formal days, students are required to change into their sports uniform prior to the lesson and change back at the end of the lesson. No other alternative clothing can be worn during HPE lessons or sporting activities (other than approved school team uniforms). The school hat is compulsory.

OUT OF UNIFORM PROCEDURES
Students out of uniform must bring a note from their parent/caregiver stating the reason for being out of uniform. If a student does not provide a note, a detention will be issued for that day for not complying with school procedures. If a teacher considers that the student is inappropriately dressed, the student will be sent to the office to resolve the issue with a member of administration. This could include removing the item, redressing in a school supplied uniform, contacting parents to bring suitable clothing to school or completing schooling in the office for the remainder of the day.

NB. The school reserves the right to redress students if they come to school inappropriately dressed.

JEWELLERY
The following jewellery items may be worn to school:
- One plain or signet ring, one simple neck chain and a watch
- Plain studs or sleepers in ears (two pairs only)
- Facial piercings must be clear, plastic and non-visible.
- Permanent bracelets may be worn with parent and school approval

PERSONAL APPEARANCE, HAIRSTYLES and MAKE-UP
- Students and their clothing should be clean, neat and well groomed
- Hair should be conservatively styled and be a natural hair colour
- No other visible body piercings. Tattoos should be covered
- Make-up should not be worn, however if required it must not be clearly visible

NON-UNIFORM ITEMS
The following clothing items are NOT appropriate to wear to school:
- Jeans, denim pants, skinnies, leggings, 3/4 pants or short shorts
- Coloured undershirts, large belt buckles, hooded jumpers or beanies
- Thongs, sandals, ballet slippers or court shoes

Thank you to parents and caregivers for supporting the school to maintain our strong uniform standards.

Aspiring Together….. A World of Opportunities!
SENIOR FORMAL UNIFORM

Senior Girls
White blouse with emblem and teal/black trim $30.00
Teal pleated skirt (mid-calf) $45.00
School Tie $20.00

Senior Boys
White button up shirt with emblem and teal/black trim (worn tucked in) $30.00
School grey tailored shorts (mid-thigh to knee) $32.00
School Tie $20.00

JUNIOR FORMAL UNIFORM

Junior Girls
White pinstriped blouse with emblem and teal/black trim $30.00
Teal skirt (knee length) $38.00

Junior Boys
White pinstriped button up shirt with emblem and teal/black trim $30.00
School grey shorts (mid-thigh to knee) $20.00

WINTER UNIFORM

For all students. To be worn only during cold weather.

School Tracksuit
Teal/black microfibre zip jacket with emblem $65.00
Plain black microfibre tracksuit pants (sports uniform only) $30.00

Trousers and Jumper
Black tailored trousers (formal uniform only) N/A
Black V neck knitted jumper with emblem $55.00

Other
White short or long sleeve shirt or skivvy (tucked in)
Skin colour pantyhose (with formal uniform only)
Black, teal or white scarf

School Bucket Hat or Cap $12.00
A school hat is compulsory for HPE, Sport and other outdoor classes, lunchtime activities and excursions. The school cap comes in flat brim and curved brim styles.

Senior Jersey
Worn only by Year 12 students all year round
(except for formal occasions)

Shoes and Socks
Plain black impervious (eg leather) uppers with black laces (to meet Workplace Health and Safety obligations)
Plain white socks (above ankle to mid calf).

BOYS & GIRLS SPORTS UNIFORM

Black shorts with emblem (above knee) $20.00
Tricolour polo shirt with emblem $35.00

All uniform items should be clearly labelled for easy identification.

School uniforms available from Laidley SHS School Canteen.
Cash, cheque and EFTPOS available. Prices subject to change.